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• Network of 1,000+ UWs in communities around the world.

• Not single-issue focused.

• Knowledge of and ability to mobilize the community.  

• Boundary-spanners: Deep connection to Non-Profit, Public, and Private 
sectors.

• Focus on equity.

• 2GEN strategies leverage our ability to integrate holistic solutions that span the 
issues we work on in community.

UW’s Global Impact Agenda & 2GEN Strategies



2023 United Way Global Impact Practices Survey

Note –  Data above represents the United Ways that responded to this specific question on the 2023 Global 
Impact Practices Survey. In total, 350 United Ways that responded to the 2023 survey, representing 34% of all 
United Ways and 68% of the largest United Ways in the Network.



Global Impact Practices Survey - Childhood Success

Note – Data above represents the United Ways that responded to this specific question on the 2023 Global Impact Practices Survey.

Most common programs:
• Dolly Parton Imagination Library 

(51%)
• Community Schools (31.2%)
• Reading programs (23.3%)



Global Impact Practices Survey - Economic Mobility 

Most common programs:
• Voluntary Income Tax 

Assistance (54%)
• My Free Taxes (42%)
• Using ALICE data (46.8%)

Note – Data above represents the United Ways that responded to this specific question on the 2023 Global Impact Practices Survey.



What Happens (or doesn’t) 
in one generation affects 
the next

Marjorie Sims
Managing Director, 
Ascend at the Aspen Institute

September 2023 
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About ascend at the aspen Institute
We Are a catalyst and a Convener for diverse leaders working to build Intergenerational family prosperity and well-being

We invest in leadership to 
advance systems, policy, and 
narrative change.

We elevate and scale ideas and 
innovations that show early 
traction in communities.

We leverage the power of 
convening and foster radical 
collaboration.

We co-create and elevate innovative two-generation (2Gen) approaches with families and partners to 
forge pathways to family prosperity and intergenerational well-being for both children and the adults 
in their lives.
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Our values

We believe that when we do right by families, we all 
do better. We bet on bold leaders and savvy risk-takers 
to remake society to one where all children and 
families flourish and fulfill their dreams.

Ascend centers the voices of parents, caregivers, and 
families: their expertise, experiences, challenges and 
solutions.  It’s how we co-create actionable solutions 
that meet their needs.

Embrace an abundant and ambitious mindset Honor lived experience

We welcome diverse viewpoints as we reimagine 
leadership. We invest resources, networks, and power 
in systems, policy and social impact leaders for the 
long-run because it’s only together that we can build 
the future children and families deserve.

Ascend believes we do right by children and families 
when we center equity in our relationships and our  
work. We encompass racial, gender, and economic 
equity with an intersectional lens in all we do.

Together, we can climb high and go far Equity is the moral center of all we do
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OUR Theory of policy & systems change
We drive change through combining the power of family voice, research, and promising practices 

Leadership
+

Political will

Family 
voice & 

expertise

Data, 
research & 
evidence

Best & 
promising 
practice

Policies for 
children & 

families

Policy & 
systems 

change for 
children & 

families

Leadership & Political will



2gen
The approach and movement for building 
intergenerational family prosperity and well-being 
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About the two—generation (2gen) approach
2Gen builds family well-being by intentionally and simultaneously 
working with children and the adults in their lives together.
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The origins & evolution of 2gen in the us

• The intuitive link between 
individual and collective success 
has long been recognized by 
indigenous communities in the 
U.S. and around the globe.

∞

Late 1800s

• The Settlement House movement 
supported the entire family of those 
immigrating to the US.  

• The term ’Two-Generation’ was 
coined by the Foundation for 
Child Development to reflect 
programs that were emerging 
across the country.

1988
• Ascend released the “State of 

the Field: Two-Generation 
Approaches to Family 
Well-Being” report outlining a 
vision for vision for expansion 
and implementation 

2021

• As part of ‘The War on Poverty,’ 
President LBJ launched Head 
Start to provide comprehensive 
early childhood education and 
parent involvement services to 
families.

1965
• Ascend published the “Two 

Generations, One Future” report, 
laying the groundwork for the launch 
of the Ascend Network to foster 
development of the 2Gen field.

2012

https://ascend-resources.aspeninstitute.org/resources/state-of-the-field-two-generation-approaches-to-family-well-being/
https://ascend-resources.aspeninstitute.org/resources/state-of-the-field-two-generation-approaches-to-family-well-being/
https://ascend-resources.aspeninstitute.org/resources/state-of-the-field-two-generation-approaches-to-family-well-being/
https://ascend-resources.aspeninstitute.org/resources/state-of-the-field-two-generation-approaches-to-family-well-being/
https://ascend-resources.aspeninstitute.org/resources/two-generations-one-future/
https://ascend-resources.aspeninstitute.org/resources/two-generations-one-future/
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Many names – one approach
2Gen approaches reflect and embrace the diverse shapes, sizes, and structures of 
families to ensure all family members can reach their full potential.

“Whole Family” ‘Ohana Nui 

“2Gen”

“Family Economic Mobility”

“Intergenerational”

“Multi-Gen”

“Two-Generation”

“Multigenerational”
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6 Components of Whole 
family well-being

Well-being is a multifaceted process and 
lifelong pursuit. 

2Gen approaches have six key components 
to improve families’ financial stability, social 
capital, health care, and quality education.
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Research proves 2gen has an outsize impact

A college degree doubles a parent’s income. 
(Kominski, 2011)

A $3,000 increase during early childhood yields a 17% 
increase in adult earnings. (Duncan & Magnuson, 
2011)

The brains of new parents undergo major changes. 
(Phu, Erhart, Kim, & Watamura, 2020)

Research demonstrates a 13% ROI in high quality 
early childhood education. (Heckman, 2016)

Parents with health insurance are more likely to seek 
care for their children. (Rosenbaum & Whittington, 
2007)

Predictable, monthly unconditional cash aid given to 
low-income families may increase infant brain 
activity. (Troller-Renfree et al. 2022)

https://www.census.gov/library/publications/2011/acs/acs-14.html
https://inequality.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/PathwaysWinter11_Duncan.pdf
https://inequality.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/PathwaysWinter11_Duncan.pdf
https://ascend.aspeninstitute.org/resources/two-open-windows-ii-new-research-on-infant-and-caregiver-neurobiologic-change/
https://heckmanequation.org/resource/research-summary-lifecycle-benefits-influential-early-childhood-program/
https://publichealth.gwu.edu/departments/healthpolicy/CHPR/downloads/Parental_Health_Insurance_Report.pdf
https://publichealth.gwu.edu/departments/healthpolicy/CHPR/downloads/Parental_Health_Insurance_Report.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2115649119
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5 guiding principles for 2gen approaches

• Measure and account for outcomes for both children and the adults in their lives. 

• Engage and listen to the voices of families. 

• Ensure equity, particularly racial equity. 

• Foster innovation and evidence together. 

• Align and link systems and funding streams.
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2gen approach continuum

A new way of thinking for 
designing programs and 
policies that serve children 
and parents simultaneously.

Parent voice and a focus on Cultural competency is a prerequisite for 2Gen

mindset strategy organization

Aligning and/or coordinating 
services with other 
organizations to meet the 
needs of all family members. 

Providing services and 
supports to both children 
and adults simultaneously 
and tracking outcomes for 
both.
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1. 2Gen 
Unaware

2. 2Gen Aware

3. 2Gen 
Approach

4. 2Gen 
Strategy

5. 2Gen 
Community

6. 2Gen 
Integration

7. 2Gen 
Accountability

2gen community continuum

Fragmented programs and systems due to 
limited understanding of the 2Gen framework. 

Stakeholders beginning to learn about 2Gen 
and engaging others to learn more.

Stakeholders aware of and support existing 2Gen organizations, 
and move on to “development” if there are any gaps. 

Cross-sector stakeholders working collaboratively to align and/or coordinate programs, 
policies, organizations and systems to reflect the 2Gen framework and ingrain it in their 
mission. 

Cross-sector stakeholders working collaboratively to provide 
services to both children and adults simultaneously. 

Sustained programs & 
policies 

Both children and adults are being simultaneously 
served in multiple programs across multiple sectors.
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Outcomes & learnings from 2gen

• Intentional service integration is critical

• Quality matters

• Intensity is important

• Who is targeted matters

• How you work with families matters
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Challenges and opportunities

• Lack of clear collaboration partners and/or terms of agreement

• Staff buy-in and capacity

• Parent recruitment and retention

• Knowledge of and access to blended funding streams

• Policy barriers: lack of aligned resources and policies



The community of over 500 
organizations driving 2Gen in policies 
and practices at local, state, and 
federal levels.

Ascend network
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2gen leaders across the country 

538 
Network Partners organization 
implementing 2Gen.

50+ states
We’re in all 50 states, DC, and 
Puerto Rico. 

120 
Ascend Fellows are leading levers of 
change, innovation, and impact across 
key sectors that influence family 
well-being.

We’ve also gone global and now 
reach Guatemala, Ireland, and 
Rwanda.

4 countries

12M+ 
Children and families are 
reached by Ascend leaders.

$34B 
in public resource funding that Fellows 
steward to transform how key sectors 
support communities across the US.
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25 UNITED WAYS
United Way of the Bay Area, CA

Mile High United Way, CO

United Way of Greater Atlanta, GA

United Way of Central Indiana, IN

United Way of Kaw Valley, KS

United Way of Massachusetts Bay and Merrimack Valley, 
MA

United Way of Central Maryland, MD

Greater Twin Cities United Way, MN

United Way of 1000 Lakes, MN

United Way of Greater Greensboro, NC

United Way of the Greater Triangle, NC

Heartland United Way, NE

United Way of North Central New Mexico, NM

United Way of New York City, NY

United Way of Greater Cincinnati, OH

United Way of Greater Nashville, TN

United Way of the Mid-South, TN

United Way for Greater Austin, TX

United Way of Greater Houston, TX

United Way of San Antonio and Bexar County, TX

United Way of Salt Lake, UT

United Way of the National Capital Area, VA

United Way of Pierce County, WA

United Way of Dane County, WI

United Way of Portage County, WI



Janine mcmahon

“Don’t just meet us where we are. 
Meet us where we dream.”

Ascend Parent Advisor



Lakeshia Bragg
Dual Generation Systems 
Director

United Way of San Antonio and 
Bexar County

 Dual Generation Initiative 



United Way of San Antonio and Bexar County 
Impact Areas

Ready 
Children 

Successful 
Students

Strong 
Individuals 

and 
Families



•Placed-based Initiative established in 2013 

•Two-generational Effort

Theory of Action: end the cycle of generational poverty 

Approach: Strengthen families by giving parents &children the 

ability to succeed together
•Community-based solutions

•Collective Impact Model

•Results Based Accountability Framework

•Shared Data System – Mutual Accountability – Common 

Agenda •Mutual Reinforcing Activities

Dual Generation Overview



Dual Generation Model 
Diagram

Key Components of the Dual Generation 
Model

https://lucid.app/lucidchart/74841b07-0011-4dd8-bf15-9196d93e7dd4/view?page=F_xh91tX92bU
https://lucid.app/lucidchart/74841b07-0011-4dd8-bf15-9196d93e7dd4/view?page=F_xh91tX92bU


Service Level/Systems Level Breakdown





Funder vs. Backbone vs. Partner Role

•Engage Funded Agencies

•Provide Financial Support 

•Maintain Accountability

•Advance Policy 

•Mobilize Funding

•Support Aligned Activities 

•Establish Shared Measures•Collect Data/Reporting

•Guide Vision

•Build Public Will

• 

•

• 

•

Recruits & Refers

Provide Support Service 
to Partners
Provide Support 

Services 

to Initiative Families
Decision – Making 

(Partner & Parent led)

FUNDER BACKBONE PARTNER





UWCI Mission
Accelerating financial stability and upward 
mobility for individuals and families living in or 
near poverty and striving for a brighter future.

UWCI Vision
Central Indiana will be a community where 
children, individuals and families thrive; neighbors 
care for each other; and we are proud of all our 
residents’ quality of life.



How does Central Indiana compare?

36%39%41%

United Way’s 7-county service 
areas has a combined ALICE 

& poverty rate that is 

lower
than across the United States 

and in Indiana

However, looking at data by 
race, age, household 

composition, and county tells 
a complex story.
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UWCI Snapshot: Who we serve and why
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• More than 244,000 
households in Central 
Indiana are living in, or 
one emergency away, 
from poverty

• Serve 7 counties across 
Central Indiana in urban, 
suburban and rural 
communities

• Nearly 400 service 
provider partners



UWCI Snapshot: Issues we are tackling



UWCI Snapshot: Our how 
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• Grounded in equity
• Data driven and informed
• 2Gen approach is the foundation
• Value proposition – top of mind; 

all strategies grounded in our 
toolkit

• What does it mean to UWCI to be 
a partner in this work? 
• Funder, Convenor, Connector, 

Builder, Advocate, Research, 
Program Delivery



UWCI’s 2Gen Journey

• Refining - Scaling - Sustaining (cycle)
• Building a network of partners, intermediaries and funders through peer 

learnings, formal convenings, informal gatherings, etc. 
• Elevating emerging practices, partnerships across the sector, and 

identifying research-based best practices
• Leveraging Ascend at the Aspen Institute’s 2Gen approach, research, and 

network



UWCI: Advancing Equity
Creating an equitable impact agenda



UWCI: Advancing Equity
Intentionality aligned to our toolkit



UWCI: Advancing Equity
Creation of a parent advisory council and fund



● “Partners in Purpose”
○ “More than just fundraisers”
○ Grounded in Impact toolkit
○ Relevant by issue area

● Asset-based language

● Elevation and integration of 
parent and community voice

○ E.g,. Parent Advisory Council 
and Power to the Parent Fund

● Diversified revenue

● Simplified messaging

● Engagement Opportunities
○ E.g., Redwood Initiative

UWCI: Fundraising and Engagement



● Pairing of community need with 
impact data

● Equity-focused strategies and 
measurement

● Transparency in outcomes (and 
opportunity)

● Communicating back to our 
partners

● Partnering with state agencies
● Leveraging tools to support data 

collection, measurement and 
communicating the impact

UWCI: Measuring Progress

https://www.uwci.org/impactunited

https://www.uwci.org/impactunited


UWCI: Communicating Progress
Output and Outcomes at the program level



UWCI: Partnership with the State of Indiana
Measuring outcomes of 2Gen work by household
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Please Join Us

FUNDER-TO-FUNDER CONVERSATION
Rx Kids: A Prescription for Improved Child Health & Well-Being in Flint, Michigan
Tuesday, September 26, 12:30-2:00 p.m. ET/9:30-11:00 a.m. PT

GLR LEARNING TUESDAYS: LEARNING LOSS RECOVERY CHALLENGE 
Beyond the Headlines: What Data Tell Us a Year Later 
Tuesday, September 26, 3:00-4:30 p.m. ET/12-1:30 p.m. PT

GLR LEARNING TUESDAYS: LEARNING LOSS RECOVERY CHALLENGE 
Taking Action: Accelerating Equitable Learning Recovery
October 3, 2023, 3:00-4:30 p.m. ET/12-1:30 p.m. PT

CRUCIBLE OF PRACTICE SALON
What’s Working: CGLR Communities With Learning-Rich Spaces in Everyday Places
October 10, 2023, 12:30 – 2:00 p.m. ET/ 9:30-11:00 a.m.


